
Presenting Klarna's 
payment methods 
in Denmark.
How to display Klarna's credit based payment 
methods.



1. Part payment – Fixed
2. Part payment – Flexible
3. Invoice – Pay in X
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Introduction. 
Klarna offers three payment methods to cover all consumer needs - Pay now, Pay later and Slice it. Each 
payment methods covers some of the core consumer payment	needs,	more	information	below.		

Pay now Pay Later Slice it 

Customers	who	want	to	pay	in	full	at	
checkout	can	do	it	quickly	and	securely	
with	Klarna’s	Pay	now-option	-	using	
credit/debit	card	or	Klarna	Direkt,	

Sofort,	SEPA,	Direct	Debit.	

The	option	to	buy	now	and	pay	later	
makes	buying	quicker	and	easier	for	

customers:	no	need	to	fill	out	
lengthy	personal	details	or	card	

numbers	online.	

Your	customers	can	spread	the	cost	of	
their	purchases	at	a	low	interest	rate,	
giving	them	flexibility	and	increased	
purchasing	power.	Our	unique	credit	

application	requires	minimal	information	
and	takes	just	seconds	to	complete.	

This document will specifically walk you through how to communicate payment options based on credit, 
which falls under the Pay Later and Slice it category.  

Credit product requirements. 
Some of Klarna’s products are based on credit, specifically under the Pay later and Slice it category, and it is 
therefore important to inform the customers of the details and terms of the purchase. Klarna have all the 
information and the associated text ready and it can be integrated by using a few different methods. When 
these methods are integrated, the majority of details related to a method will be maintained by Klarna, this 
means no further integration is needed from the merchant side. 

Integration specifications. 
With the available tools that Klarna provide, all information related to a specific payment method can be 
received through a few simple functions. Klarna have multiple payment services and different information is 
required to be displayed towards the customer. The methods used to obtain this information are: calcAPR, 
get_pclasses, calcMonthlyCost, totalCreditPurchaseCost.  
The following payment methods will be described in detail. 



In the image below, an illustration on how the information from Klarna should be collected and structured on
the Checkout Page when offering part payment - fixed in Denmark. The details to display towards the
customer are gathered over different methods, this will be highlighted under each describing section of the
picture. When the detailed information is received, it is important to structure it in a similar way as the image
illustrates. Part payment - fixed is intended for high amount purchases. The recommendation is to not offer
the instalment plan for purchases below the minimum purchase amount for instalment, found in the
get_pclasses response as value 6.

A: Payment type description 
A static description of the payment need to be 
displayed towards the customer. When offering 
part payment - fixed in Denmark the following 
description should be used: Del betalingen op.

B: Title of payment method 
Within a payment type, multiple payment methods 
can be offered at the same time, it is therefore 
important to have the correct payment titles. 
When offering part payment - fixed in Denmark 
the following dynamic description should be used: 
[monthly pay] kr/month in [amount of months] 
months.

Ex: 200 kr/month in 12 months
- See monthly pay section to find out how to
obtain the value.
- using the instalment plan pclass
- the pclass value 2 (amount of months)

C: Payment Method Selector: Klarna badge
The Klarna badge need to be displayed on the 
checkout page when offering our products. Each 
payment method is associated with a badge which 
includes a unique icon together with the Klarna logo. 
When implemented using the JavaScript, no future 
updates of the badge will be needed.

D: Interest rate
The interest rate need to be visible for the consumer 
when finalizing the purchase. The value is included 
in the response from the method 
‘get_pclasses’ in the pclass structure as value 5. The 
value returned is a percentage and should be 
compensated with a percentage symbol (%) behind 
it. As the image above shows, the interest rate 
should be structured on the proposed way, with a 
description, value, and type. 

E: Start fee
The Start fee is the on-boarding fee of the selected 
payment method. The value of this fee is included in 
the response of the method ‘get_pclasses’ and 
found in the structure as value 3. The value returned 
is an amount in the local currency, therefore it 
should be compensated with the currency code “kr” 
behind it. As the image above shows, the start fee 
should be structured on the proposed way, with a 
description, value, and type.

F: Monthly invoice fee
An additional monthly invoice fee will be added 
on the customer monthly statement when 
selecting this method. 

1. Part payment – Fixed
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Example: The customer has selected to complete the purchase with one of the fixed part payment alternatives



 This need be stated for the customer and the 
value of this amount is received in the 
‘get_pclasses’ response as value 4. The value 
returned is an amount in the local currency, 
therefore it should be compensated with the 
currency code “kr” behind it. As the image above 
shows, the start fee should be structured on the 
proposed way, with a description, value, and type

G: Monthly pay
An amount that shows what the customer will pay 
per month with part payment – fixed, is calculated 
by Klarna’s API function calcMonthlyCost, together 
with

• flag CHECKOUT_PAGE
• relevant pclass

As the image above shows, the start fee should be 
structured on the proposed way, with a description, 
value, and type.

H: Annual percentage rate
The annual percentage rate of the purchase need to 
be displayed for the consumer. This is calculated by 
Klarna’s API function CalcAPR. The value returned 
is a percentage and should be compensated with a 
percentage symbol (%) behind it. As the image 
above shows, the annual percentage rate should be 
structured on the proposed way, with a description, 
value, and type

I: Total amount payable
Presenting the total amount that is payable for this 
purchase, including starting fee, administrative fees 
and interest rates. This is calculated by Klarna’s API 
function totalCreditPurchaseCost. The value 
returned is an amount in the local currency, 
therefore it should be compensated with the 
currency code “kr” behind it. As the image above 
shows, the start fee should be structured on the 
proposed way, with a description, value, and type.

J: Terms and conditions 
Klarna’s terms and conditions for the method need 
to be displayed in relation to the purchase. Best 
way of implementing terms and conditions are 
through Klarna’s JavaScript for terms and 
conditions. More info on how to implement this 
can be found on our developer’s portal.
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http://developers.klarna.com/en/api-references-v1/invoice-and-account#calculate_monthly_cost
http://developers.klarna.com/en/invoice-and-account/consumer-terms-conditions


A: Payment type description 
A static description of the payment need to be 
displayed towards the customer. When offering part 
payment - flexible in Denmark the following 
description should be used: Del betalingen op.

B: Title of payment method 
Within a payment type, multiple payment methods 
can be offered at the same time, it is therefore 
important to have the correct payment titles. When 
offering part payment - flexible in Denmark the 
following static description should be used: Konto – 
Betal i dit eget tempo.

C: Payment Method Selector: Klarna badge
The Klarna badge need to be displayed on the 
checkout page when offering our products. Each 
payment method is associated with a badge which 
includes a unique icon together with the Klarna logo. 
When implemented using the JavaScript, no future 
updates of the badge will be needed.

D: Interest rate
The interest rate need to be visible for the consumer 
when finalizing the purchase. The value is included 
in the response from the method ‘get_pclasses’ in 
the pclass structure as value 5. The value returned is 
a percentage and should be compensated with a 
percentage symbol (%) behind it. As the image 
above shows, the interest rate should be structured 
on the proposed way, with a description, value, and 
type. 

F: Start fee
The Start fee is the on-boarding fee of the
selected payment method. The value of this fee is 
included in the response of the method
‘get_pclasses’ and found in the pclass structure as 
value 3. The value returned is an amount in the 
local currency, therefore it should be compensated 
with the currency code “kr” behind it. As the
image above shows, the start fee should be 
structured on the proposed way, with a
description, value, and type.

2. Part payment – Flexible
In the image below, an illustration on how the information from Klarna should be collected and structured on
the Checkout Page when offering part payment - flexible in Denmark. The flexible part payment alternative
enables the customer to pay at his or her own pace. Unlike part payment - fixed alternative, this alternative is
limited to one type. The flexible part payment enables the customer to choose what amount they would like
to pay each month. The following details should be included when presenting this alternative in Denmark.
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Example: The customer has selected to complete the purchase with Flexible part payment.



G: Administrative fee
An additional monthly invoice fee will be added 
on the customer monthly statement when 
selecting this method. This need be stated for the 
customer and the value of this amount is received 
in the ‘get_pclasses’ response as value 4. The 
value returned is an amount in the local currency, 
therefore it should be compensated with the 2 
klarna.com currency code “kr” behind it. As the 
image above shows, the start fee should be 
structured on the proposed way, with a 
description, value, and type.

H. Monthly pay
An amount that shows what the customer least
amount to pay per month with part payment -
flexible is calculated by Klarna’s API function
calcMonthlyCost, together with

• flag CHECKOUT_PAGE

• local function get_cheapest_pclass

• name of the instalment can be found in the
pclass structure as value 1

As the image above shows, the monthly amount 
should be structured on the proposed way, with a 
description, value, and type.

H: Use case
A representative example of what a purchase with 
part payment - flexible would cost. The following 
example should be used: 

Lad os sige, at du køber for 10.000 kr.
Administrativt gebyr er 39 kr./md., og rørlig årsrente 
er 22,70 %. Du betaler 978 kr. af hver måned i 12 mdr. 
Den årlige effektive rente bliver da 35,41 %, total 
omkostning 1740 kr og totalprisen bliver 11.740 kr. 

I: Terms and conditions 
Klarna’s terms and conditions for the method need 
to be displayed in relation to the purchase. Best 
way of implementing terms and conditions are 
through Klarna’s JavaScript for terms and 
conditions. More info on how to implement this 
can be found on our developer’s portal.
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http://developers.klarna.com/en/api-references-v1/invoice-and-account#calculate_monthly_cost


A: Payment type description 
A static description of the payment need to be 
displayed towards the customer. When offering 
Invoice – pay in X in Denmark the following 
description should be used: Køb nu. Betal senere.

B: Title of the payment method 
Within a payment type, multiple payment methods 
can be offered at the same time, it is therefore 
important to have the correct payment titles. When 
offering Invoice – pay in X in Denmark the following 
static description should be used, this value can be 
found in the pclass structure as value 

C: Payment Method Selector: Klarna badge
The Klarna badge need to be displayed on the 
checkout page when offering our products. Each 
payment method is associated with a badge which 
includes a unique icon together with the Klarna logo. 
When implemented using the JavaScript, no future 
updates of the badge will be needed.

D: Purchase amount
The purchase amount is the total amount of the 
purchase without any fees. This amount should 
replicate the total sum of the cart. Even though this is 
not something that Klarna proved, the value of the cart 
should be displayed with the currency code “kr” 
behind it. As the image above shows, the start fee 
should be structured on the proposed way, with a 
description, value, and type.

E: Interest rate
The interest rate need to be visible for the consumer 
when finalizing the purchase. The value is included 
in the response from the method 
‘get_pclasses’ in the pclass structure as value 5. The 
value returned is a percentage and should be 
compensated with a percentage symbol (%) behind 
it. As the image above shows, the interest rate 
should be structured on the proposed way, with a 
description, value, and type. 

F: Start fee
The Start fee is the on-boarding fee of the selected 
payment method. The value of this fee is 2 
klarna.com included in the response of the method 
‘get_pclasses’ and found in the pclass structure as 
value 3. The value returned is an amount in the local 
currency, therefore it should be compensated with 
the currency code “kr” behind it. As the image 
above shows, the start fee should be structured on 
the proposed way, with a description, value, and 
type.

G: Annual percentage rate
The annual percentage rate of the purchase need to 
be displayed for the consumer. This is calculated by 
Klarna’s API function CalcAPR. The value returned 
is a percentage and should be compensated with a 
percentage symbol (%) behind it. As the image 
above shows, the annual percentage rate should be 
structured on the proposed way, with a description, 
value, and type.

3. Invoice – Pay in X
In the image below, an illustration on how the information from Klarna should be collected and structured on
the Checkout Page when offering invoice – pay in X in Denmark. Pay in X is a long-term Invoice solution that
the customer can choose. Klarna changes the payment month depending on the season. The pay in X
requires less information to be displayed toward the customer but is as important. The following details
should be included when presenting Invoice – Pay in X in Denmark.
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Example: The customer has selected to complete the purchase with pay in X.

http://developers.klarna.com/en/invoice-and-account/consumer-terms-conditions


H: Credit cost
Credit cost is the cost for this payment method, all fees 
combined. There is currently no API function offered 
for credit cost. It can easily be calculated using Klarna’s 
API function for the Total amount payable, 
totalCreditPurchaseCost and excluding purchase 
amount.

I: Total amount payable
Presenting the total amount that is payable for this 
purchase, including starting fee, administrative fees 
and interest rates. This is calculated by Klarna’s API 
function totalCreditPurchaseCost. The value returned 
is an amount in the local currency, therefore it should 
be compensated with the currency code “kr” behind it. 
As the image above shows, the start fee should be 
structured on the proposed way, with a description, 
value, and type.

J: Terms and conditions
Klarna’s terms and conditions for the method need 
to be displayed in relation to the purchase. Best way 
of implementing terms and conditions are through 
Klarna’s JavaScript for terms and conditions. More 
info on how to implement this can be found on our 
developer’s portal.
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